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Dear Swimmers and Parents, 
 
ORCA committee are pleased to inform you that we will be restarting training from the Monday 27th July 
2020 at 7pm. 
 
Over the last few weeks, the committee and the coaching team have been reviewing how we can safely 
restart training sessions. A decision has been made that, for the first two weeks, we will operate a phased 
return to ensure the safety of all concerned within ORCA and OCL. The phased return will allow one session 
for each swimmer per week and will incrementally be increased to full training sessions as systems and 
processes are established. 
 
Over the next couple of days you will receive confirmation from Charlotte detailing your personal invitation to 
the phased return. We are limited to 3 double width lanes and 30 swimmers in the pool at any given time, all 
members will be provided with a training slot. Please reply to the invitation email that details your/your 
child’s training slot to confirm acceptance of this so that accurate registers for each session can be compiled. 
These registers will be used to check swimmers in when they arrive at the pool. 
 
I must now ask all parents to recommence Standing order payments from 1st August 2020 to the club to allow 
us to meet our financial commitments, with a £5 payment to cover the week beginning 27th July. The latter 
would preferable be by BACS payment, initial Standing Order payment or cash which can paid on entrance to 
the pool for your first session.  
 
The committee has also been reviewing our monthly method of payments. This review has culminated in the 
decision to only use standard order for the regular monthly payments. Please could you set up Standing Order 
payments for the monthly fees for the requested number of sessions to NatWest : Sort Code : 01-00-39 
Account Number : 12102385. Please use the swimmers name as Reference 
 
Regular updates will be posted on the club website which will then be emailed out to all subscribers. To 
subscribe for news posts, please use the subscription request at the bottom of the website pages.  
 
We look forward to seeing you all next week for the first sessions back, the beginning of which will include an 
induction which will set out the new protocols in place. 
 
Thanks 
 
Pete 
ORCA Chairman  
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